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Abstract
Breast cancer is the first cause of cancer-related death in women worldwide. There
are many drugs available, but despite this, only some patients benefit from their
administration. The reason is that patients are very heterogeneous. Personal therapy
aims to determine the best therapy for each patient. This is not easy, as there are
millions of possible therapies, each determined by combinations of drugs, doses and
regimes of administration. This project develops new computationally intensive
approaches to identify mechanisms of treatment of resistance at systems level. The
project benefits from a collection of several European clinical trials, which generate
longitudinal multidimensional data, which can be integrated to predict therapeutic
success. The overall goal is to develop computer-based copies of each patient, so that
multiple treatments can be tested by simulation. We will in particular focus on
hormone-based therapies.

For breast cancer patients, a specific treatment strategy is usually chosen today based on the type of tumor the
doctor has found through preliminary examinations. The result may be good, but since the patients are different,
there is a risk that the tumor does not disappear completely, is unaffected, or even grows as shown in the top
row. In data simulation, one can first test millions of different treatments and then choose the alternative that
appears to be most effective as highlighted with a green empty circle in the bottom row.
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